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Agenda
• University of Queensland
– Current UQ environment – still multiple systems 
containing facets of researcher information and data
– Name identity issues – creating, tracking, connecting to 
the IR and other systems, SAML based policies
– Track back and data-updates, portability and access
– Why work with Thomson Reuters?
– The pay-off – a valuable service back to the researcher, 
tools for the department and library, tools for 
administration and research offices – metrics and data 
checking
• Thomson Reuters – ResearcherID.com
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Humble Beginnings
• From the workshop requirements:
– “An often-stated requirement of researchers, research 
managers and the research library and repository 
community is for an overarching framework that would 
enable them to unambiguously identify researchers and 
their research contributions.”
– Like most institutions (probably) the UQ environment 
contains many systems, which each manages a portion of 
the picture when it comes to research data and identity
– Some are integrated, some not so well !
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From Repository to “Research Profile”
• Add some richness to the data, build a 
bibliographic profile and linkages to other sources 
of data
– Publications
– Projects
– Linkages
– Biographies
• Still … it’s a manual process much of the time
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Bringing It Together?
• Integrating systems inside the institution is difficult 
enough but what about with external systems?
• Metrics and how to get at them?
• Issues of information consistency, accuracy, 
privacy and mobility
• How to best achieve institutional and individual
“buy-in”?
• Making the process easy and even .. desirable
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Working with Thomson Reuters
• Prior experience at UQ working with data sets 
including the NCR and familiarity with tools like 
EndnoteWeb
• Ease of recruiting data when new staff take up post
• Access to metrics and rich statistics on usage and 
access
• Improved management of unique identities and 
access with SAML-based rules and policies
• Standards based web-services to facilitate easy 
and efficient data exchange
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ResearcherID
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> 5 countries > 10 countries > 15 countries
• The explosion of research 
worldwide and the multiplication 
of content outlets combine to 
create even greater demand for a 
system that verifies the specifics 
of who wrote what. 
• Name ambiguity is a recurring 
issue that impacts:
– Career advancement and tenure
– Global collaboration between 
researchers
– Identification and attribution of one’s 
scholarly works for funding
• Being found, and finding 
colleagues in a global research 
environment is imperative for 
collaborating with the local and 
global research community.
What is ResearcherID? Potential Sponsors
Web of Knowledge
• Profile management
• Publication lists
• Personal metrics
ResearcherID.com
• UI for registry registration
• Create, modify, delete profile 
information
• Academic institutions
• Publishers
• Societies
Secure
Unique identifier
Consistent metadata
Persistent location
Controlled permissions
Local Language
Researcher Registry
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Feedback from the ResearcherID Community:
“I found the ResearcherID concept very useful 
for someone with a very common last name.”
“...ResearcherID is a truly innovative research tool.  
Especially, I was impressed by "Citation Metrics" 
function that tracks yearly citations very easily.”
... let me congratulate you for the best site 
on web, it is very informative and helpful for 
people who want to look at your contribution 
to science in a snap shot.
“a key part of the ResearcherID (for now) is the ability 
to track my own publications and citations to my 
papers and my H-index etc, in the future I would use 
this widely to evaluate potential hires and to provide 
references with publication statistics for colleagues 
and students. “
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